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The perceptual significance of the cochlear amplifier was evaluated by predicting
level-discrimination performance based on stochastic auditory-nerve~AN! activity. Performance
was calculated for three models of processing: the optimal all-information processor~based on
discharge times!, the optimal rate-place processor~based on discharge counts!, and a monaural
coincidence-based processor that uses a non-optimal combination of rate and temporal information.
An analytical AN model included compressive magnitude and level-dependent-phase responses
associated with the cochlear amplifier, and high-, medium-, and low-spontaneous-rate~SR! fibers
with characteristic frequencies~CFs! spanning the AN population. The relative contributions of
nonlinear magnitude and nonlinear phase responses to level encoding were compared by using four
versions of the model, which included and excluded the nonlinear gain and phase responses in all
possible combinations. Nonlinear basilar-membrane~BM! phase responses are robustly encoded in
near-CF AN fibers at low frequencies. Strongly compressive BM responses at high frequencies near
CF interact with the high thresholds of low-SR AN fibers to produce large dynamic ranges.
Coincidence performance based on a narrow range of AN CFs was robust across a wide dynamic
range at both low and high frequencies, and matched human performance levels. Coincidence
performance based on all CFs demonstrated the ‘‘near-miss’’ to Weber’s law at low frequencies and
the high-frequency ‘‘mid-level bump.’’ Monaural coincidence detection is a physiologically realistic
mechanism that is extremely general in that it can utilize AN information~average-rate, synchrony,
and nonlinear-phase cues! from all SR groups. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cochlear amplifier is the name often used to
scribe an active mechanism within the cochlea that is thou
to provide amplification of low-level sounds~Yates, 1995;
Moore, 1995!. While the mechanism of amplification is no
completely understood, several physiological response p
erties associated with the cochlear amplifier are clear~Rug-
gero, 1992!. The most significant of these is that the acti
mechanism is vulnerable to cochlear damage and has
shown to be absent in many common forms of sensorine
hearing loss~Patuzzi et al., 1989!. This finding raises the
question of how the cochlear amplifier benefits norm
hearing listeners, especially in complex listening enviro
ments, such as understanding speech in noise, for w

a!Portions of this work were presented at the Joint Meeting of the Acous
Society of America and the European Acoustics Association, in Be
Germany in 1999.

b!Now at: Department of Biomedical Engineering, Johns Hopkins Univ
sity, 505 Traylor Building, 720 Rutland Avenue, Baltimore, MD 2120
electronic mail: mgheinz@bme.jhu.edu
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hearing-impaired listeners have much difficulty~Moore,
1995!. The present study evaluates quantitatively some of
benefits of the cochlear amplifier for extending the dynam
range of the auditory system. The absence of the coch
amplifier in damaged cochleae is likely responsible for
common report of loudness recruitment by listeners w
sensorineural hearing loss and for the associated reductio
dynamic range~see review by Moore, 1995!.

It is still not well understood how the auditory syste
overcomes the dynamic-range problem~for reviews see
Evans, 1981; Viemeister, 1988a, 1988b!, i.e., the discrepancy
between the large dynamic range of human hearing@over
120 dB ~Viemeister and Bacon, 1988!#, and the limited dy-
namic range of most auditory-nerve~AN! fibers@less than 30
dB ~May and Sachs, 1992!#. A psychophysical experiment in
which the dynamic-range problem is clearly evident was
amined in the present modeling study: level discriminat
of high-level, narrow-band signals in conditions for whic
information is restricted to frequency regions near the f
quency of the signal~e.g., Viemeister, 1974, 1983; Carlyo
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and Moore, 1984!. An influential experiment for level-
encoding hypotheses was performed by Viemeister~1983!,
who found that Weber’s law~i.e., constant just-noticeable
difference in level as a function of level! was achieved for
high-frequency, narrow-band noise in the presence of ba
reject noise. This experiment was designed to prevent
spread of excitation by using a band-reject noise masker
to prevent the use of temporal information by using a hig
frequency signal. Viemeister’s finding has been taken as
dence that Weber’s law must hold in narrow frequency
gions and must rely on the use of average-rate informati

Low-spontaneous-rate~LSR!, high-threshold AN fibers
~Liberman, 1978! have been implicated in the encoding
high sound levels based on average-rate information in
row frequency regions because of their wide dynamic ra
~Colburn, 1981; Delgutte, 1987; Viemeister, 1988a, 198
Winslow and Sachs, 1988; Winter and Palmer, 1991!. How-
ever, when models based on cat AN fibers have been use
quantify the total information available in a restricte
characteristic-frequency~CF! region with physiological dis-
tributions of the SR groups, performance has been predi
to degrade as the level increases above 40 dB SPL~Colburn,
1981; Delgutte, 1987; Viemeister, 1988a, 1988b; Winsl
and Sachs, 1988!, which is inconsistent with Weber’s law
and with trends in human performance~Viemeister, 1974,
1983; Carlyon and Moore, 1984!. Delgutte ~1987! demon-
strated that Weber’s law could be achieved in single C
channels by processing high-threshold, LSR AN fibers m
efficiently than low-threshold, high-SR~HSR! fibers. He
showed that the ‘‘near-miss’’ to Weber’s law~i.e., a slight
improvement in performance as level increases!, which is
observed in human performance for tones in quiet~e.g.,
McGill and Goldberg, 1968; Rabinowitzet al., 1976; Jest-
eadtet al., 1977; Florentineet al., 1987!, could be obtained
by combining information across CF channels that individ
ally achieved Weber’s law. This idea is similar to the a
sumption made by Florentine and Buus~1981! in their
excitation-pattern model.

While there is anatomical evidence that AN fibers w
different thresholds and SRs have different patterns of p
jection to the cochlear nucleus~e.g., Feketeet al., 1984;
Rouiller et al., 1986; Liberman, 1991, 1993!, there is no
strong physiological evidence for the type of preferen
processing of LSR fibers used by Delgutte~1987!. In addi-
tion, the wide dynamic range of LSR fibers depends on
compressive basilar-membrane~BM! responses~Sachs and
Abbas, 1974!, and there appears to be much less comp
sion at low frequencies than at high frequencies~Cooper and
Rhode, 1997; Hicks and Bacon, 1999!. Reduced compres
sion at low frequencies is consistent with the absence
nonsaturating~‘‘straight’’ ! rate-level curves at low frequen
cies in guinea pig~Winter and Palmer, 1991!. Thus, it is
desirable to investigate other potential sources of informa
that could produce Weber’s law in narrow frequency regio
especially at low frequencies.

The cochlear amplifier is potentially relevant for the e
coding of sound level in narrow frequency regions beca
the associated nonlinear properties influence primarily C
near the frequency of a tone. Specifically, the nonlin
2066 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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near-CF response properties include both compressive m
nitude responses~Rhode, 1971; Ruggeroet al., 1997!, as
well as level-dependent phase shifts@BM: Ruggeroet al.,
1997; inner-hair cell~IHC!: Cheatham and Dallos, 1998
AN: Andersonet al., 1971#. In evaluating the potential of the
cochlear amplifier to extend the dynamic range of the au
tory system, it is important to consider several limiting tran
formations that occur between the BM and the AN. The
include ~1! saturating rate-level curves~Kiang et al., 1965;
Sachs and Abbas, 1974!, which act to limit the effect of
nonlinear gain on average discharge rate,~2! roll-off of
phase-locking at high frequencies~Johnson, 1980; Joris
et al., 1994a!, which limits nonlinear phase encoding, an
~3! randomness of AN responses~Young and Barta, 1986
Miller et al., 1987; Winter and Palmer, 1991; Delgutt
1996!, which limits overall psychophysical performanc
Thus, it is important to consider the encoding of informati
in the AN, not just the compression in BM responses, wh
evaluating the significance of the cochlear amplifier.

The nonlinear phase changes associated with the
chlear amplifier, which have not been studied in as mu
detail as the compressive magnitude responses~Sachs and
Abbas, 1974; Winter and Palmer, 1991; Moore, 1995; Mo
and Oxenham, 1998!, are a focus of the present study. The
phase cues continue to encode changes in stimulus lev
high levels, despite the saturation of average rate above
dB SPL for the majority of AN fibers~Sachs and Abbas
1974; May and Sachs, 1992!, and thus may provide a partia
solution to the dynamic-range problem. It is important
consider physiologically realistic mechanisms that co
make use of the information provided by nonlinear pha
shifts. While an absolute phase reference is presumably
available to the central nervous system, a relative phase
erence can be obtained by comparing across neighbo
CFs because the changes in phase are different in adja
CFs. Carney~1994! demonstrated that nonlinear phase sh
on single AN fibers result in systematic changes in the te
poral discharge patterns across CF~i.e., spatio-temporal pat
terns that vary with level over a wide dynamic range!, and
hypothesized that changes in spatio-temporal patterns
be important for the encoding of sound level. Any two A
fibers with different CFs have a relative phase difference t
varies with level, independent of the absolute phase of
stimulus. Thus, a mechanism that compared the relative
ing of two AN fibers would be sensitive to changes in lev
without requiring an absolute phase reference.

The present study considers monaural, cross-freque
coincidence detection as a mechanism for decoding the n
linear phase cues provided by the cochlear amplifier. Co
cidence detection is a physiologically realistic mechanis
because any neuron with multiple subthreshold inputs act
a coincidence detector~Carney, 1994; Joriset al., 1994a!.
Carney~1990! has shown that several response types in
antero-ventral cochlear nucleus~AVCN! with low CF were
sensitive to changes in relative phase across their inp
consistent with a coincidence detection mechanism. J
et al. ~1994a, 1994b! have reported enhanced synchroniz
tion in low-CF bushy cells in the AVCN in response to C
tones and in high-CF primary-like-with-notch cells in r
Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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sponse to low-frequency tones, consistent with coincide
detection at all CFs in globular bushy cells. In addition, th
is much evidence for coincidence detection in the binau
system~Yin and Chan, 1990; Goldberg and Brown, 196
Roseet al., 1966; Yin et al., 1987; Joriset al., 1998!. Neu-
rons in the medial superior olive and inferior colliculus ha
responses that are consistent with coincidence detection
tween inputs from each ear as a mechanism for deco
interaural time differences that are known to be important
sound localization~reviewed by Colburn, 1996!.

In the present study, methods from signal detect
theory ~SDT! were combined with an analytical nonline
AN model and a simple coincidence-counting model. An
lytical AN models, which represent functional descriptio
of neural activity to a well-defined class of stimuli, hav
been used previously with SDT to evaluate psychophys
performance limits based on the stochastic activity in A
responses~e.g., Siebert, 1965, 1968, 1970; Colburn, 196
1973, 1977a, 1977b, 1981!. Computational auditory model
have also been combined with SDT to evaluate psychoph
cal performance~e.g., Dauet al., 1996, 1997; Gresham an
Collins, 1998; Huettel and Collins, 1999; see Heinzet al.,
2001a for review!. The present study quantifies the relati
contributions of nonlinear magnitude and nonlinear ph
responses to level encoding by using four versions of
analytical AN model, which included and excluded the no
linear gain and nonlinear phase responses in all poss
combinations.

II. METHODS

A. Auditory-nerve model

The nonlinear AN model used in the present study is
extension of simple linear analytical AN models used
Siebert ~1965, 1968, 1970! and by Colburn~1969, 1973,
1977a, 1977b, 1981!. The linear AN model was modified to
include the main properties of the cochlear nonlinearities
sociated with the active process, including~1! nonlinear
compressive responses from 30 to 120 dB SPL,~2! compres-
sive nonlinearity restricted to ‘‘near-CF’’ regions,~3! com-
pression strength that varies with CF,~4! systematic phase
shifts of up to6p/2 above and below CF,~5! no phase shifts
at CF, and~6! dynamic range of each SR group that depen
on the compressive magnitude response. The response
erties of the model are described in the text below, while
assumptions and equations used to specify the model
described in Appendix A. This analytical nonlinear A
model was purposefully kept as simple as possible in or
to provide greater intuition and to allow the contribution
each nonlinear property to be investigated separately.
analyses presented below are not limited to this AN mod
however, and could be pursued in the future with more co
plex computational nonlinear models.

The statistics of the AN discharges are modeled b
nonstationary Poisson process with rate functionr (t). The
phase-locked response of thei th AN fiber ~with characteris-
tic frequency CFi! to a tone burst of levelL, frequencyf 0 ,
durationT, and phasef, is described by a time-varying rat
function similar to that used by Colburn~1981!, i.e.,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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r i~ t;L, f 0 ,T,f!5
r̄ @Leff~L, f 0 ,CFi !#

I 0$g@Leff~L, f 0 ,CFi !, f 0#%

3exp$g@Leff~L, f 0 ,CFi !, f 0#

3cos@2p f 0t1u~L, f 0 ,CFi !1f#%,

~1!

whereI 0$g% is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function
the first kind ~equal to the time average of the exponent
term!. Both the average rater̄ @Leff# and synchronyg@Leff , f0#
are affected by saturating nonlinearities, where the effec
level Leff is determined by the nonlinear BM filtering prop
erties and by the level and frequency of the tone. The te
g@Leff , f0# also depends on the stimulus frequencyf 0 such
that the strength of phase locking decreases at high freq
cies. The nonlinear phase responseu(L, f 0 ,CFi) depends on
the level and frequency of the tone as well as on the CF
the AN fiber ~see Andersonet al., 1971; Ruggeroet al.,
1997!, and is described similarly to Carneyet al. ~1999!. The
stimulus is assumed to have random phasef ~uniformly dis-
tributed! in order to avoid the assumption that the phase
the tone is known to the detector.

Many basic response properties of the AN model
illustrated in Fig. 1. Panels~a!–~c! show the implementation
of the nonlinear magnitude responses, which are consis
with physiological data from Ruggeroet al. ~1997!. Normal-
ized BM response versus frequency for a 10-kHz CF
shown in Fig. 1~a!, for a range of levels. The filters ar
triangular at low levels, consistent with the linear AN mode
used by Siebert~1965, 1968, 1970! and Colburn ~1969,
1973, 1977a, 1977b, 1981! to fit AN tuning curves in cat.
The maximum gain of the cochlear amplifier~i.e., the gain
relative to high levels, or equivalently the amount of com
pression relative to low levels! occurs at CF and is equal t
60 dB for this CF. The nonlinear gain decreases as tone
quency moves away from CF, and the response is linear
away from CF~roughly more than61/2 octaves!. Figure
1~b! shows BM output at CF as a function of level for th
10-kHz place. The solid curve represents the nonlinear
response, while the dashed line represents the linear ver
of the model. The compressive region extends from 30
120 dB SPL, and the model responses are linear below
range. Figure 1~c! shows the cochlear-amplifier gain at CF
a function of CF. The maximum gain decreases as CF
creases, with 60 dB of gain for frequencies above 8 kHz,
dB of gain for frequencies below 500 Hz, and a smoo
transition for CFs in between. This pattern of nonlinear g
across CF is consistent with both physiological and psyc
physical evidence, although the exact amount of gain at
frequencies is still unclear. The majority of BM data h
been obtained at high CFs and indicates a maximum gai
roughly 50–60 dB~Ruggeroet al., 1997; Nuttall and Dolan,
1996!. The BM data at low CFs is less abundant, but in
cates reduced nonlinearity at low CFs~e.g., Cooper and
Rhode, 1997!. Hicks and Bacon~1999! presented psycho
physical evidence that cochlear nonlinearity is reduced
low frequencies and is characterized by a gradual, rather
steep, transition as CF decreases.

Figures 1~d! and ~f! illustrate how average rate varie
2067Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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with level for the three spontaneous-rate~SR! groups of AN
fibers at high and low frequencies, respectively. The A
model represents all fibers within each SR population wit
fixed threshold and SR. Based on data from Liberm
~1978!, SR values of 60, 3, and 0.1 sp/s, thresholds of 0,
and 30 dB SPL, and population percentages of 61%, 2
and 16%, were used for the HSR, medium-SR~MSR!, and
LSR populations, respectively. A saturated rate of 200 s
was used for all three SR groups. Note that the rate-le
curves at low frequencies are either ‘‘saturating’’ or ‘‘slopin
saturating,’’ while at high frequencies there is a third class
‘‘straight’’ rate-level curves. This pattern is consistent wi
rate-level curves in guinea pig described by Winter a
Palmer ~1991!, who found no ‘‘straight’’ rate-level curves
below 1.5 kHz, and it results from the decrease in coch
compression as frequency decreases. Figure 1~e! compares
the rolloff in phase-locking versus frequency in the mode
that in cat~Johnson, 1980!.

Figure 1~g! illustrates nonlinear physiological BM phas
responses for a 10-kHz CF~Ruggeroet al., 1997!, while Fig.
1~h! shows the AN-model phase responses. Phase is plo

FIG. 1. Nonlinear AN model response properties.~a! Normalized basilar-
membrane~BM! response for a 10-kHz place as a function of frequency
levels ranging from 0–100 dB SPL.~b! BM output at CF as a function of
level for a 10-kHz place~solid: nonlinear; dashed: linear!. ~c! Nonlinear
gain at CF as a function of CF.~d! Rate-level curves for a 10-kHz tone at C
for three SR groups~HSR: solid, MSR: dashed–dotted, LSR: dashed!. ~e!
Maximum synchrony versus frequency. Model responses are compar
data measured in cat~Johnson, 1980!. ~f! Rate-level curves for a 1-kHz tone
~g! BM phase-response areas~phase relative to 80 dB SPL! from chinchilla
for a 10-kHz CF~data from Ruggeroet al., 1997!. ~h! AN-model phase-
response areas for a 10-kHz CF@~g,h!: same symbols as in~a!#.
2068 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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relative to the phase at a high level~80 dB SPL! in both
panels, where each curve represents a different tone le
Thus, any difference from zero represents a phase resp
that changes with level. The major properties of this nonl
ear response, observed for BM responses at high frequen
~Geisler and Rhode, 1982; Ruggeroet al., 1997!, and IHC
~Cheatham and Dallos, 1998! and AN ~Anderson et al.,
1971! responses at low frequencies, are that~1! phase lags as
level increases forf ,CF, ~2! phase leads as level increas
for f .CF, ~3! there are no phase changes at CF,~4! the
nonlinear-phase region is the same width in frequency as
nonlinear region for the magnitude response, and~5! the
maximum phase shifts observed are roughly6p/2 and occur
about half way into the nonlinear region. The nonline
phase responses are consistent with broadened tunin
level increases and the associated changes in the ph
versus-frequency slope~i.e., the slope becomes more shallo
as filters broaden!.

All predictions in the present study were made with 1
distinct model CFs spaced logarithmically from 300
20 000 Hz. It was assumed that the total AN population c
sists of 30 000 total AN fibers~Rasmussen, 1940! with CFs
ranging from 20 to 20 000 Hz~Greenwood, 1990; also se
review by Ryugo, 1992!. Appendix A describes how the
nonlinear-gain and nonlinear-phase properties of the mo
were included or excluded separately to evaluate the rela
contribution of each property to level encoding.

B. Monaural, cross-frequency coincidence counting
model

The present study uses a simple coincidence-coun
model that was described by Colburn~1969, 1973, 1977a
1977b! in his studies of binaural phenomena~Fig. 2!. A co-
incidence detector receives two AN-fiber inputs, and is
sumed to discharge only when the two input fibers discha
within a narrow temporal window. The output of the coinc
dence counter is the number of coincident discharges wi
the duration of the stimulus. The present use of
coincidence-counting model differs from that of Colbu
only in the source of the two AN inputs. In the binaur
model, each AN fiber was from a different ear and had
same CF. In the present study, the two AN inputs are fr
the same ear, but can have different CFs. In both stud
performance was assumed to depend only on the numbe

r

to

FIG. 2. Simple model of a monaural, cross-frequency coincidence cou
The coincidence detector receives two AN inputs with characteristic
quencies CFi and CFj , and discharge timesT i5t1

i ,...,tKi

i and T j

5t1
j ,...,tK j

j , wheret l
i is the l th discharge on thei th AN fiber. The coinci-

dence detector discharges if both inputs discharge within the narrow c
cidence windowf (x). The output of the coincidence counter is the numb
of coincidences that occur within the duration of the stimulus.
Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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coincidences between two AN fibers~i.e., the timing of the
coincidences was ignored!. The number of coincidences be
tween two AN fibers with discharge timesT i5$t1

i ,...,tKi

i %

andT j5$t1
j ,...,tK j

j % is given by

Ci j $T i ,T j%5(
l 51

Ki

(
m51

K j

f ~ t l
i2tm

j !, ~2!

where t l
i is the l th discharge out ofKi on the i th AN fiber,

and f (•) is a rectangular coincidence window with 10-ms
width and unity height~see Colburn, 1969!.

C. Evaluation of psychophysical performance limits

1. Optimal processing of AN responses

Psychophysical performance is limited in part by t
random nature of AN responses~i.e., different responses ar
observed for two identical stimulus presentations!. Psycho-
physical performance limits for discrimination experimen
have been evaluated with methods from signal detec
theory~SDT! by using a nonstationary Poisson process w
a time-varying discharge rater (t) to describe the stochasti
nature of AN discharges~e.g., Siebert, 1968, 1970; Colbur
1969, 1973; Heinz, 2000; Heinzet al., 2001a, 2001b!. Heinz
et al. ~2001a! described a general computational method
evaluating psychophysical performance limits using any
model that describesr (t) for the stimulus conditions of in-
terest. The analytical AN model used in the present st
was implemented computationally, and psychophysical p
formance limits were evaluated based on two hypotheses
the type of information used to perform the task,all-
information and rate-place. The all-information model as
sumes that the observations used by the optimal proce
consist of the complete set of discharge times across
entire AN population, T5$t l

i% i 51,...,M ; l 51,...,Ki
, where M

530 000 total AN fibers, andKi is the number of discharge
on thei th AN fiber. Thus, the all-information model assum
that the processor makes optimal use of all available in
mation from the AN ~e.g., average-rate, synchrony, a
phase information!. The rate-place model assumes that
optimal processor only uses the number of discharges
served on each AN fiber,$Ki%.

Optimal performance for single-parameter discrimin
tion experiments can be calculated using a likelihood-ra
test ~van Trees, 1968! and has been shown to match t
performance limits described by the Crame´r–Rao bound
~Heinzet al., 2001a!. The contribution of each AN fiber to a
level discrimination task can be quantified by calculating
normalized sensitivityd8 to changes in stimulus level.@d8 is
defined as the sensitivityd8 per dB~see Durlach and Braida
1969; Braida and Durlach, 1988; Heinzet al., 2001a!.# The
square of the normalized sensitivity of thei th AN fiber in the
all-information model is given by

~d8@CFi # !25E
0

T 1

r i~ t ! F]r i~ t !

]L G2

dt, ~3!

whereT is the duration of the stimulus~Siebert, 1970; Heinz
et al., 2001a!. The total normalized sensitivity based on t
population of AN fibers is the sum of the individual norma
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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2, based on the as

sumptions of independent AN fibers for deterministic stim
~Johnson and Kiang, 1976; see also Heinzet al., 2001a!, and
an optimal combination across AN fibers. The jus
noticeable-difference~JND! in level is given by

DL5
1

A~d8!2
. ~4!

Equation~3! describes the normalized sensitivity bas
on the all-information model; the normalized sensitivi
based on rate-place information can be calculated with
~3! by assuming thatr (t) is constant across the duration
the stimulus and equal to the average-discharge rater̄ @i.e.,
settingg to 0 in Eq.~1!#. Thus, the rate-place model does n
include information from fine-time or onset responses a
therefore predicts inferior performance to the all-informati
model. The contribution of temporal information in AN dis
charges can be discerned from a comparison between pe
mance based on the all-information and rate-place mode

2. Performance based on coincidence counts

Performance based on the outputs of a set of coincide
counters was calculated and compared to rate-place,
information, and human performance. While the a
information predictions represent the optimal performance
any decision device based on the AN discharge times,
coincidence mechanism represents a specific processor
uses the discharge times suboptimally. The number of
charges from a single coincidence detector,Ci j $T i ,T j%, is a
simple function@Eq. ~2!# of the two sets of Poisson AN dis
charge times,T i andT j , and thus the statistics of the coin
cidence counts can be described~Appendix B!. The perfor-
mance of a single coincidence counterCi j for level
discrimination can be evaluated by calculating the sensitiv
index

Qi j 5
~E@Ci j uL1DL#2E@Ci j uL# !2

Var@Ci j uL#
, ~5!

where the just-noticeable difference for this coinciden
counter,DLi j ,JND, corresponds toQi j 51. The sensitivity in-
dex Qi j represents the commonly used sensitivity ind
(d8)2 if Ci j has a Gaussian distribution with equal varian
under both hypotheses,L and L1DL ~Green and Swets
1966; van Trees, 1968!. These two assumptions are reaso
ably accurate for characterizing just-noticeable differen
based on a population of independent decision variab
~Siebert, 1968, 1970; Colburn, 1969, 1973, 1977a, 197
1981; Heinzet al., 2001a!, such as the population of coinc
dence counts in the present study~see below!. Potential de-
viations from these assumptions do not significantly aff
the characterization of performance based on the sensit
metric Q ~Colburn, 1981!.

It can be assumed thatE@Ci j uL# varies linearly over the
incremental level range fromL to L1DLJND. Thus, the nor-
malized sensitivity squared for a single coincidence coun
defined as (d i j8 )2,Qi j /(DL)2, can be approximated as
2069Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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~d i j8 !2.
S ]

]L
E@Ci j uL# D 2

Var@Ci j uL#
. ~6!

The expectation and variance in Eq.~6! can be evaluated in
terms of the stimulus parameters and the two AN CFs~Ap-
pendix B!. The partial derivative with respect to level in E
~6! can be approximated computationally as the differe
between the expected value at two slightly different lev
divided by the incremental level difference~Heinz et al.,
2001a!.

The total normalized-sensitivity-squared for a popu
tion of coincidence counters is given by the sum of the in
vidual normalized-sensitivities-squared, if it is assumed t
the population decision variable is an optimal linear com
nation of independent~uncorrelated! random variables~or an
optimal combination of independent Gaussian random v
ables!. In order to satisfy the independence assumption,
assumed throughout the present study that no AN fiber in
vates more than one coincidence counter. The JND base
coincidence counts is calculated from Eq.~4!.

III. RESULTS

A. Distribution of rate, synchrony, and phase
information across CF

In order to illustrate the potential benefit of nonline
phase cues to the encoding of sound level, we first focus
level discrimination at high levels, where the dynamic-ran
problem is most prominent. Figure 3 illustrates the distrib
tion and relative contributions of rate, synchrony, and ph
cues across the AN population of high-spontaneous-
~HSR! fibers for level discrimination of a 1-kHz, 100-dB
SPL tone. The rate responses~i.e., average discharge rate
a function of CF! of the nonlinear-gain, linear-phase mod
are shown for two tones of slightly different level in pan
~b!. The more intense tone produces a wider activation p
tern; however, the discharge rate for a wide range of C
near the tone frequency is the same for both tones du
saturation. The distribution of rate information@i.e., normal-
ized sensitivity squared, (d8@CF#)2, for the rate-place
model# shown in panel~c! illustrates which AN fibers acros
the population contribute information for level discrimin
tion. The only rate information available for HSR fibers is
frequencies well away from the tone frequency~Siebert,
1965, 1968; also see Stevens and Davis, 1936; Steinberg
Gardner, 1937; Whitfield, 1967!.

The situation of primary interest in this study is whe
information is restricted to AN fibers with CFs near the fr
quency of the tone. This situation is thought to occur
experiments that use a notched noise masker to limit
spread of excitation~e.g., Viemeister, 1974, 1983; Carlyo
and Moore, 1984!. A narrow frequency region that will be
considered in the current study is indicated by the vert
dotted lines in Fig. 3. This region represents seven mo
CFs, three above and three below the CF equal to the
frequency. The narrow frequency region for the 1-kHz to
is 896–1107 Hz and is similar to the notch width used
Carlyon and Moore~1984!, which extended610% from the
2070 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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tone frequency. Humans are typically able to perform le
discrimination well in the presence of a notched noise~e.g.,
Viemeister, 1974, 1983; Carlyon and Moore, 198
Schneider and Parker, 1987!; however, Fig. 3~c! shows that
there is no average-rate information in HSR AN fibers with
the narrow-CF region.

AN phase-locking has a different level dependence th
average rate does, and thus it is important to examine
distribution of synchrony information in addition to rate in
formation. Figure 3~d! shows the 1-kHz synchrony coeffi
cient ~or vector strength, which ranges from 0 to 1; s
Johnson, 1980! for each tone plotted as a function of C
Synchrony-level curves have thresholds that are roughly
dB below rate thresholds, and they typically saturate j
above rate threshold~Johnson, 1980!. The synchrony-
response regions are thus slightly wider than the ra
response regions, but they are also saturated over a
range of CFs near the tone frequency. The distribution
information available from both rate and synchrony inform
tion is shown in panel~e! and represents the all-informatio

FIG. 3. Distribution of rate, synchrony, and phase information across
AN population ofhigh-spontaneous-rate fibersfor level discrimination of a
low-frequency, high-level tone.~a! AN filter bank with a 1-kHz, 100-dB
SPL tone.~b! Average discharge rate as a function of CF for two tones
slightly different level.~c! Average-rate information~normalized sensitivity
squared! as a function of CF. The vertical dotted lines indicate t
restricted-CF region used in the present study to emphasize the dyna
range problem.~d! Synchrony coefficient~or vector strength, which range
from 0 to 1, see Johnson, 1980! as a function of CF for both tones.~e!
Information available from both rate and synchrony cues.~f! Normalized
phase response~relative to 90 dB! for both tones.~g! Total information from
rate, synchrony, and phase cues.
Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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normalized sensitivity squared for the nonlinear-gain, line
phase model. Similar to rate information, there is no s
chrony information near the tone frequency for high lev
due to saturation of the synchrony coefficient. The use
information from synchrony cues is spread further aw
from the tone than rate information due to lower synchro
thresholds~Colburn, 1981!.

The distribution and relative contribution of nonline
phase cues is illustrated in panels~f! and ~g!. The phase
responses~relative to the phase at 90 dB SPL! of both tones
are shown as a function of CF in panel~f! for the nonlinear-
gain, nonlinear-phase model. Auditory-nerve fibers with C
above and below the tone frequency have phase respo
that change with level and thus contribute information. Th
are no changes in phase at CF, or well away from CF wh
the BM response is linear. The distribution of the total info
mation provided from rate, synchrony, and phase cue
shown in panel~g!, and represents the all-information no
malized sensitivity squared for the nonlinear-gain, nonline
phase model. By comparing panels~e! and ~g!, the signifi-
cant contribution of nonlinear-phase cues to the encodin
level can be seen. While there is no information for the
equal to the tone frequency, there is significant phase in
mation just below and just above the tone frequency. T
amount of phase information is roughly twice as large as
rate and synchrony information. Most importantly for th
dynamic-range problem, the only information available
the restricted-CF region is that from nonlinear phase cue

Figure 4 compares the distribution of information acro

FIG. 4. Comparison of nonlinear phase information inhigh-spontaneous-
rate (HSR) fibersand average-rate information inlow-SR fibersfor the en-
coding of high sound levels in CFs near the tone frequency. The distribu
of information across the AN population is shown for level discrimination
100-dB SPL low-~1 kHz, left column! and high-frequency~10 kHz, right
column! tones. The HSR curves~solid! represent rate, synchrony, and pha
information, while the LSR curves~dashed! represent only average-rate in
formation. Physiologically realistic properties of HSR and LSR fibers w
used to scale the predictions~see text!. The vertical dotted lines in the top
row represent the narrow-CF region discussed in the present study, wh
magnified in the bottom row. Same stimulus conditions were used a
Fig. 3.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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CF for HSR and LSR fibers at low and high frequencies@see
Figs. 1~d! and ~f!#. The contribution of nonlinear phase in
formation in HSR fibers is compared to the contribution
average-rate information in LSR fibers. The limited-CF r
gion is indicated by the vertical dotted lines in the top pane
and this region is magnified in the bottom panels. At lo
frequencies~left column!, the HSR fibers~solid curve! con-
tribute significant information from the nonlinear phase cu
within the limited CF region. The LSR fibers~dashed curve!
do not contribute any information within the limited CF re
gion for the 1-kHz tone because the LSR fibers saturate a
dB @see Fig. 1~f!# due to the small amount of compressio
associated with the cochlear amplifier at low frequenc
@Fig. 1~c!#. In contrast, at high frequencies~right column! the
HSR fibers contribute no phase information due to the roll
in phase locking@Fig. 1~e!#, while the LSR fibers contribute
significant average-rate information within the narrow C
region. The large amount of compression at high frequen
@Fig. 1~c!# results in very shallow~‘‘straight’’ ! rate-level
curves for LSR fibers at high frequencies@Fig. 1~d!#.

B. Predicted performance based on a narrow CF
region

Performance based on a narrow CF region was explo
by predicting the JND in level@DL; Eq. ~4!# using only the
information contained in a restricted set of model C
~seven! surrounding the frequency of the tone. Performan
was calculated for a low-~996 Hz! and a high-frequency
~9874 Hz! tone, where the tone frequencies were chosen
be equal to one of the 120 model CFs. For the low and h
tone frequencies, the near-CF regions used were 896–1
Hz and 8882–10977 Hz, respectively. Performance was
dicted for the HSR, MSR, LSR, and total populations of A
fibers, based on the physiological proportions described
Liberman ~1978!. Predicted level-discrimination perfor
mance is compared for the rate-place and all-informat
models, where information in the seven model CFs was
sumed to be combined optimally, and was scaled to acco
for the number of AN fibers represented by each model
Performance for the monaural-coincidence scheme was
culated based on the same number of total AN fibers as
rate-place and all-information predictions. The seven mo
CFs in the narrow-frequency region were assumed to inn
vate a set of four coincidence counters, one of which h
both CF inputs equal to the tone frequency. The other th
coincidence counters received one CF input above and
below the tone frequency, which were both separated fr
the tone frequency by an equal number~one, two, or three!
model CFs. Based on the assumption that each AN fi
innervates only one coincidence counter, one-half as m
same-CF-input coincidence counters were included in the
tal coincidence population as were coincidence counters w
different CF inputs. Thus, rate-place, all-information, and c
incidence predictions are all based on the same set of
fibers with CFs near the tone frequency. Three sepa
populations of coincidence counters were used associ
with the three AN SR groups. This implementation is co
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sistent with anatomical studies that have demonstrated
tinct projections of the different AN SR groups to the c
chlear nucleus~Liberman, 1991, 1993!.

Figure 5 shows level-discrimination performance bas
on the HSR fibers within the narrow frequency region
terms of DL as a function of stimulus levelL for a low-
frequency~left column! and a high-frequency~right column!
tone. Rate-place, all-information, and coincidence per
mance are shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels
spectively. Note that the scale for the ordinate of the coin
dence panel is different than those for the rate-place
all-information panels. In order to illustrate the relative co
tributions from nonlinear-gain and nonlinear-phase prop
ties, performance based on four versions of the AN mode
shown in each panel.

Average-rate information in HSR fibers encodes chan
in level only over a limited dynamic range~Fig. 5, top row!.
When the nonlinear gain is included in the AN model, t
dynamic range over which changes in level are encode
extended by 10 dB at low frequencies and by 20 dB at h
frequencies. The degradation in performance at 30 dB S
for the nonlinear-gain models results from the compress
BM response that begins at 30 dB SPL@Fig. 1~b!#. The larger
influence of the nonlinear gain at high frequencies compa
with low frequencies is due to the CF dependence of
cochlear-amplifier gain.

The contributions of synchrony and nonlinear-phase

FIG. 5. Level-discrimination performance based on the population ofhigh-
spontaneous-rate (HSR) fibersin a narrow range of CFs near the tone fr
quency~see text!. The just-noticeable differenceDL is plotted as a function
of stimulus level for a 996 Hz~left column! and a 9874 Hz~right column!
tone~500-ms duration!. Optimal performance based on average rate and
information is shown in the top and middle rows, respectively. Performa
based on a set of monaural coincidence counters is shown in the bottom
~Note the scale difference between rows.! Four versions of the AN mode
are shown in each panel to illustrate the effect of nonlinear gain and p
responses. Predictions from the four model versions are identical belo
dB SPL. Levels for which symbols are not shown represent condition
which there is no information available for a particular model~i.e., infinite
JND!.
2072 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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formation are demonstrated by comparing rate-place and
information predictions~Fig. 5, top and middle rows!. The
role of synchrony information is most clearly illustrated wi
the linear-phase versions of the AN model. Synchrony inf
mation improves performance at low levels for the lo
frequency tone; however, synchrony does not extend the
namic range to higher levels due to the saturation
synchrony coefficients at lower levels than average rate~Col-
burn, 1981!. The nonlinear phase responses extend the
namic range for level discrimination up to at least 100
SPL at low frequencies. This is in sharp contrast to the ra
of rate-place information, which does not encode le
changes in HSR fibers above 50 dB SPL. At high frequ
cies, rate-place and all-information predictions are ess
tially the same because of the sharp rolloff of phase-lock
at high frequencies@Fig. 1~e!#.

The predictions from the simple coincidence-coun
model~Fig. 5, bottom row! follow the same general trends a
the all-information predictions for both low and high fre
quencies, but are more than an order of magnitude wo
than optimal all-information performance. The coinciden
model utilizes the average-rate~and some of the synchrony!
information that dominates performance below 30 dB SP
The coincidence mechanism also successfully utilizes n
linear phase cues provided by the cochlear amplifier at
frequencies.

Predictions based on the set of LSR AN fibers within t
narrow frequency region are shown in Fig. 6. At both lo
and high frequencies, the nonlinear gain extends the dyna
range over which changes in level are encoded for the r
place model; however, performance degrades significa
above 40 dB SPL at low frequencies. Changes in level o
1-kHz tone are not encoded above 90 dB SPL in the aver
rate of the set of LSR fibers with CFs near the frequency
the tone. In contrast, LSR rate-place performance for a h

ll
e
w.

se
30
in

FIG. 6. Level-discrimination performance based on the population oflow-
spontaneous-rate (LSR) fibersin a narrow range of CFs near the tone fr
quency~see text!. The symbols are the same as those used in Fig. 5.
Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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frequency tone is roughly constant across a wide dyna
range, up to 100 dB SPL. The all-information predictio
demonstrate that the nonlinear phase responses exten
dynamic range of LSR fibers at low frequencies up to 100
SPL. The coincidence predictions~Fig. 6, bottom row! at low
frequencies show a small benefit from the nonlinear g
responses; however, performance based on nonlinear
alone significantly degrades above 70 dB SPL. The ben
from the nonlinear-phase cues is also seen in performa
based on the coincidence counters, extending the dyna
range beyond that based on nonlinear gain alone. At h
frequencies, coincidence performance is constant abov
dB SPL when the nonlinear gain is included in the A
model.

The contribution of each of the three SR groups to lev
discrimination performance based on the narrow range
CFs is shown in Fig. 7 for both low- and high-frequen
tones. The rate-place predictions illustrate that the HSR
MSR fibers are primarily responsible for performance at l
levels, while the LSR fibers are responsible at high lev
~roughly above 50 dB SPL at both low and high frequencie!.
Performance based on the combination of average-rate in
mation in the three SR groups degrades by an order of m
nitude between 20 and 90 dB SPL at low frequencies, and
changes in level are encoded above 90 dB SPL~see also

FIG. 7. Level-discrimination performance based on individual and co
bined spontaneous-rate groups in a narrow range of CFs near the ton
quency~see text!. The just-noticeable differenceDL for the nonlinear-gain,
nonlinear-phase AN model is plotted as a function of stimulus level fo
996 Hz~left column! and a 9874 Hz~right column! tone~500-ms duration!.
Optimal performance based on average rate and all information is show
the top and middle rows, respectively. Performance based on a set of
aural coincidence counters is shown in the bottom row.~Note the scale
difference between rows.! HSR: high-spontaneous-rate; MSR: medium
spontaneous-rate; LSR: low-spontaneous-rate; TOT: optimal combinatio
all three SR groups. Levels for which symbols are not shown repre
conditions in which there is no information available~i.e., infinite JND!.
Human data for level discrimination of a 200-ms high-frequency noise b
~6–14 kHz! in the presence of a notched noise is shown by the stars in
bottom right panel~Viemeister, 1983!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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Colburn, 1981; Delgutte, 1987!. Changes in level are en
coded much more consistently across level at high frequ
cies as a result of the large amount of cochlear compres
at high frequencies.

The all-information predictions~Fig. 7, middle row!
based on all three SR groups are roughly constant acro
dynamic range of 100 dB at low frequencies, unlike the ra
place predictions. Thus, Weber’s law is achieved based
information within a narrow range of CFs at low frequenci
only when nonlinear-phase information is included. Furth
more, performance based on the HSR fibers is as good
often better than performance based on the MSR and L
fibers for low frequencies, especially at high levels.

Performance at low frequencies based on the pop
tions of coincidence counters~Fig. 7, bottom left panel! dem-
onstrates roughly the same pattern as the all-information
dictions, but is roughly an order of magnitude worse th
optimal performance. Performance is roughly constant ac
a wide dynamic range and is primarily determined by t
HSR fibers. At high frequencies, performance based on
coincidence counters is also roughly constant from 10 to
dB SPL and is determined by HSR fibers at low levels,
MSR fibers at medium levels, and by LSR fibers at hi
levels. For comparison, human performance for level d
crimination of a high-frequency, bandpass noise~6–14 kHz!
in a noise masker with a 6–14 kHz notch is shown by
stars~Viemeister, 1983!.

C. Predicted performance based on entire population
„all CFs …

Predicted performance based on the entire populatio
AN fibers ~i.e., all CFs! was compared to human perfo
mance in a pure-tone level-discrimination task in quiet. Ra
place and all-information predictions@Eq. ~4!# were based on
the optimal combination of information from the 120 mod
CFs. The same four coincidence counters were used for e
CF as in the narrow-CF predictions described above. T
total normalized sensitivity squared was the sum of the in
vidual normalized-sensitivities-squared from each of the f
coincidence counters at each of the 120 model CFs.1 In this
implementation, each AN fiber innervated only one coin
dence counter, and thus the normalized-sensitivities-squ
could be summed based on the assumption of indepen
AN fibers.

Predicted rate-place, all-information, and coinciden
performance based on the entire HSR population is show
Fig. 8 for low- and high-frequency, 500-ms tones. Rate-pla
performance~top row! based on the linear AN model is fla
above 20 dB SPL for the low-frequency tone, consistent w
the predictions of Weber’s law based on the spread of e
tation ~Siebert, 1968!. For the high-frequency tone, there is
small rise inDL above 60 dB SPL for the linear AN mode
This rise is due to the upper side of the excitation spread
beyond the highest CF, and it is consistent with the expec
& reduction inDL due to the loss of one-half of the infor
mation. There is only a small effect of nonlinear gain
rate-place performance based on the population of CFs.
degradation in performance for the high-frequency tone
mid-levels results from the large amount of compression
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high frequencies. The presence of a mid-level bump at h
but not low, frequencies is consistent with human perf
mance ~Florentine et al., 1987!. At low frequencies, syn-
chrony improves all-information performance~Fig. 8, middle
row! for the linear AN model by a factor of five at 0 dB SPL
and by a factor of slightly less than two for higher leve
Weber’s law is again predicted above 20 dB SPL based
the contributions of rate and synchrony information.

The near-miss to Weber’s law is present in the lo
frequency predictions when the nonlinear phase respo
are included in the AN model. This is consistent with t
nonlinear phase responses producing Weber’s law wi
narrow-CF regions~Fig. 5!, and the combination of informa
tion across CFs producing the near-miss to Weber’s law. P
dicted trends based on the population of coincide
counters ~Fig. 8, lower row! generally resemble the all
information predictions at both low and high frequencie
with the exception that the benefit from synchrony inform
tion at very low levels is not observed. Overall, nonline
gain and nonlinear phase have only a small effect on p
dicted level-discrimination performance in quiet due
spread of excitation, which is dominated bylinear, off-CF
responses.

The contribution of the three SR groups to the predic
performance based on the total AN population is shown
Fig. 9 for the nonlinear AN model. The rate-place predictio
for the low-frequency tone demonstrate that each of the th
SR groups contribute essentially equally above 50 dB S
Performance based on the total population of AN fib
~squares! decreases only slightly between 30 and 80 dB S
Rate-place predictions at high frequencies show that both
HSR and MSR population have a mid-level bump, while t
LSR population does not. Performance below 70 dB SP
determined primarily by the HSR and MSR fibers, while t
LSR fibers determine performance above 90 dB SPL.

FIG. 8. Level-discrimination performance based on the total population
high-spontaneous-rate (HSR) fibers. The symbols are the same as those us
in Fig. 5.
2074 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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Predictions based on the populations of coinciden
counters are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 9 and a
compared to human performance measured by Floren
et al. ~1987! as a function of sensation level for the sam
low- and high-frequency tone conditions.2 Human perfor-
mance measured by Viemeister~1983! for level discrimina-
tion of a high-frequency, narrow-band noise in quiet
shown for comparison in the bottom right panel. At low fr
quencies, performance based on the HSR population is
ways better than performance based on the MSR and L
populations, similar to the all-information predictions. Abo
90 dB SPL, all three SR groups contribute essentia
equally. Overall performance based on the total population
coincidence counters is more than an order of magnit
worse than optimal performance, but matches human pe
mance very closely. Predicted performance is slightly be
~within a factor of 2! than human performance at most leve
The slope of the near-miss to Weber’s law observed in
human performance is matched by the coincidence pre
tions for the low-frequency tone, as well as by the near-m
beginning at 30 dB SPL. The near-miss in the coinciden
predictions results primarily from the nonlinear-phase cu
~which begin at 30 dB SPL! in the HSR fibers, and it is no
influenced by the population of LSR fibers.

At high frequencies~Fig. 9, bottom right panel!, coinci-
dence performance based on the HSR fibers is best am
the three SR groups below 80 dB SPL. Coincidence per
mance based on the total AN population matches the hu
performance very closely and is within a factor of 2 of bo
data sets at all levels. The nonmonotonic dependence
level ~the ‘‘mid-level bump’’! observed in both sets of huma
data is also demonstrated in the coincidence predictions.

f
d

FIG. 9. Level-discrimination performance based on the total population
individual and combined spontaneous-rate groups~same symbols as Fig. 7!.
Human data for level discrimination of 500-ms tones measured as a func
of sensation level is shown by the stars in the bottom left and right pa
~Florentineet al., 1987!. Human level–discrimination data for a 200-m
high-frequency noise band~6–14 kHz! in quiet is shown by the plus sym
bols in the bottom right panel~Viemeister, 1983!.
Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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level at which the bump occurs is well predicted by the c
incidence performance. The size of the bump in the coin
dence performance matches the data from Viemeister~1983!
and is slightly smaller than the data from Florentineet al.
~1987!. A slight rise inDL as level increases at high levels
present in the coincidence performance and is predic
based on the spread of the high-frequency information
yond the highest CF in the model. A slight rise is also oft
observed in human data when plotted as a function of S
~Florentineet al., 1987!.

IV. DISCUSSION

It has often been suggested that the cochlear amplifie
responsible for the extremely wide dynamic range of the
ditory system~e.g., Yates, 1995!. However, this suggestion
has typically been based solely on the compressive ma
tude response observed on the basilar membrane.
present study quantifies the information available for le
discrimination in the auditory nerve~AN! with and without
the nonlinear gain and nonlinear phase responses tha
associated with the cochlear amplifier.

A. The benefit of the cochlear amplifier for extending
the dynamic range within narrow CF regions

The encoding of sound level within narrow CF regio
has been studied psychophysically using notched-n
maskers; however, understanding mechanisms by w
stimulus level within restricted CF regions can be robus
encoded has important implications for wide-band stim
~such as speech!, which often have independent informatio
in many frequency regions.

1. Nonlinear gain

The ability of humans to discriminate changes in lev
consistently across a wide range of levels in Viemeiste
~1983! notched-noise experiment has been interpreted
demonstrating that Weber’s law is achieved based on ave
rate within a narrow range of CFs~e.g., Delgutte, 1987!. The
notched-noise masker is presumed to mask the CFs a
from the signal, and the high-frequency signal is presume
rule out temporal information. The present predictions s
port this idea at high frequencies, where the amount of
chlear compression is large enough that the LSR fibers
encode changes in sound level at high levels~Fig. 7!. Figure
6 demonstrates that the ability of LSR fibers to enco
changes in high sound levels is due to the nonlinear~level-
dependent! gain ~i.e., compression! associated with the co
chlear amplifier. Changes in level of the high-frequency to
were only encoded up to 70 dB SPL in the LSR fibers wh
the nonlinear gain response was removed from the
model, but were encoded up to 100 dB SPL with the non
ear gain.

At low frequencies, however, the average-rate inform
tion in a narrow CF region was not adequate to account
Weber’s law. There was not enough cochlear compressio
low frequencies to encode changes in level across the e
human dynamic range in the average rate of any of the th
SR groups~Fig. 7!. The model LSR fibers, which have
sloping saturation, only encode changes in level of the lo
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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frequency tone up to 90 dB SPL based on average rate,
performance degrades significantly above 50 dB SPL. T
result is consistent with predictions of level-discriminatio
performance based on cat AN fibers, for which ‘‘straigh
rate-level curves are not observed~e.g., Sachs and Abbas
1974; Delgutte, 1987; Viemeister, 1988a, 1988b; Winsl
and Sachs, 1988!. In contrast, Winter and Palmer~1991! pre-
dicted that level-discrimination performance for a 1-kH
tone based on guinea-pig AN fibers that innervate a sin
IHC was better than human performance up to at least
dB SPL; however, their model used compression values
were primarily determined from high-frequency fibers, a
thus their model may not account for the reduced coch
compression at low frequencies. Thus, while LSR fibers h
been implicated in the encoding of sound level at high leve
they do not appear to quantitatively solve the dynamic-ra
problem at low frequencies.

2. Nonlinear phase

The nonlinear phase responses associated with the
chlear amplifier have rarely been considered for their abi
to extend the dynamic range of the auditory system~Carney,
1994!; however, they are significant because the wide
namic range of their information about changes in level
present in all AN fibers, including the HSR fibers that com
prise the majority of the AN population. Such a represen
tion of level is preferred to the level-dependent combinat
schemes across SR groups that are required for average
information to account for level discrimination across a wi
range of levels ~Delgutte, 1987; Winslowet al., 1987;
Viemeister, 1988a, 1988b!. For example, Winslowet al.
~1987! have suggested that level could be encoded base
average rate with a level-dependent selective processor
relies on HSR fibers at low sound levels and LSR fibers
high levels~see review by Mayet al., 1997!. Figure 7 dem-
onstrates that the nonlinear phase responses within a na
range of CFs support Weber’s law at low frequencies ba
on a combination of the three SR groups that is anatomic
realistic~Liberman, 1978!. In fact, performance based on th
near-CF HSR fibers alone is relatively flat across the en
range of human hearing.

Carney~1994! has illustrated schematically how nonlin
ear phase shifts on single AN fibers produce systematic t
poral patterns across CF~i.e., spatio-temporal patterns!. She
showed responses for a bank of model AN fibers with diff
ent CFs as a function of time for several stimulus lev
~Fig. 5 Carney, 1994!. The main feature of the spatio
temporal patterns is that, as level increases, the trajec
across CF of the peaks in the discharge probability as a fu
tion of time becomes steeper~i.e., the responses across C
become more coincident!. This motivated her to propose tha
sound level may be encoded in the spatio-temporal disch
patterns of AN fibers, and that an across-frequency coin
dence mechanism could utilize these level cues at medium
high levels. Figure 7 demonstrates quantitatively that a se
monaural, cross-frequency coincidence counters can en
sound level robustly across the entire range of human h
ing based on AN fibers within a narrow range of CFs f
both low- and high-frequency tones.
2075Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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Because the cochlear amplifier acts primarily in near-
regions, the benefits from both gain and phase cues for
tending the dynamic range within narrow-CF regions are p
ticularly useful for complex stimuli such as speech, whe
spread of excitation is limited. This suggestion is consist
with the general finding that hearing-impaired listeners h
the most difficulty with complex stimuli in difficult listening
conditions where spread of excitation may not be poss
~Moore, 1995!. Due to the rolloff in AN phase-locking abov
2–3 kHz, the greatest benefit from nonlinear-phase cues
low frequencies; however, the majority of important spee
information is at low frequencies. The ability of nonlinea
phase information to account for Weber’s law in narrow-C
regions at low frequencies~and the inability of average-rat
information to do so!, suggests that nonlinear-phase cu
should be considered in the encoding of complex stimul
high stimulus levels. Loss of the cochlear amplifier would
expected to degrade the representation of complex stimu
impaired ears due to loss of the nonlinear-phase cues; h
ever, this impairment would not be observed in physiologi
studies that quantify the reduction of AN information in im
paired animals based only on average-rate and synchron
rate responses~e.g., Miller et al., 1997, 1999!. In contrast,
analyses of rate representations in the cochlear nuc
would be expected to demonstrate an impairment in the
coding of complex stimuli at high stimulus levels in impaire
animals. The ability of monaural coincidence counters to
code changes in sound level at low frequencies acros
much wider dynamic range than average-rate information
the AN may provide a basis for reports of enhanced r
representations in the cochlear nucleus. Blackburn and S
~1990! and Mayet al. ~1998! have reported that rate repre
sentations of speech sounds are enhanced in the ventra
chlear nucleus~e.g., chopper neurons and primary-like un
with low SR! compared with the AN in normal-hearing an
mals ~reviewed by Mayet al., 1997!. Transient-chopper and
primary-like-with-notch neurons in the cochlear nucle
have been shown to be sensitive to phase transitions ac
frequency, consistent with coincidence detection~Carney,
1990!.

B. Pure-tone level discrimination in quiet

1. Near-miss to Weber’s law at low frequencies

The present predictions suggest that the only effec
the nonlinear responses associated with the cochlear am
fier for level discrimination of low-frequency tones is th
the near-miss, rather than Weber’s law, is predicted base
the nonlinear phase responses. The degree of the near-m
the all-information predictions is larger than in the rate-pla
predictions, but only matches human performance in
coincidence-detection predictions. Although there are m
intuitive reasons to believe that cochlear nonlinearity wo
strongly influence level discrimination of tones, the predic
effect for tones in quiet is quite small. This nonintuitive fin
ing results from the fact that at medium to high sound leve
where cochlear compression has a strong effect on nea
BM responses, the primary information about changes
level is contributed by HSR fibers with CFs away from t
2076 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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frequency of the tone. Thus, the CFs that are domina
performance at medium and high sound levels are respo
ing linearly because the nonlinear effects associated with
cochlear amplifier are restricted to near-CF frequencies.

Several other physiological models have produced
near-miss with only low-threshold, HSR fibers. Teich a
Lachs ~1979! demonstrated the near-miss with a rate-pla
model that had more rounded filter shapes than Siebert’s
ters and that incorporated the effects of refractoriness on
discharge-count variance. Delgutte’s~1987! model included
average tuning-curve shaped filters and realistic AN-co
variance. Heinzet al. ~2001a! predicted a significant near
miss based on a computational AN model with line
gamma-tone filters and Poisson discharge statistics. The
ity of many models to predict the near-miss based on diff
ent mechanisms supports the idea suggested by Vieme
~1988a! that the near-miss to Weber’s law is not a critic
aspect of the dynamic-range problem, and that the rob
encoding of sound level in narrow-CF regions is the m
important issue.

2. Mid-level bump at high frequencies

A puzzling detail of human level discrimination of tone
in quiet is that performance is nonmonotonic at high frequ
cies, in contrast to the consistent improvement in perf
mance with level at low frequencies~e.g., Carlyon and
Moore, 1984; Florentineet al., 1987!. Many of the psycho-
physical experiments exploring the ‘‘mid-level bump’’~or
the ‘‘severe departure from Weber’s law’’! have used short-
duration signals in various noise maskers, because the e
~when reported asDI /I ! is generally larger for short-duratio
signals~e.g., Carlyon and Moore, 1984! and can be enhance
or reduced by various configurations of notched-no
maskers~e.g., Oxenham and Moore, 1995; Plack, 199!.
However, the analytical AN model used in the present stu
is only appropriate to compare to long duration conditio
because onset/offset responses and neural adaptation a
included in the model. In addition, the effects of a notche
noise masker on the different types of AN information mu
be considered quantitatively using methods that are bey
the present study, as discussed below. Thus, the h
frequency mid-level bump reported by Florentineet al.
~1987! for level discrimination of 500-ms pure tones in qui
is an appropriate comparison for the present predictions.

Plack ~1998! has discussed several explanations for
mid-level bump based on both peripheral and central mec
nisms; however, only those that are addressed by the pre
predictions are discussed here. Carlyon and Moore~1984!
have suggested that the mid-level bump at high frequen
may be explained by two populations of AN fibers. Th
suggested that good performance was provided by the l
threshold, HSR fibers at low levels and by the hig
threshold, LSR fibers at high levels, with a degradation
performance at mid levels because neither population
coded changes in sound level. The absence of the mid-l
bump at low frequencies was suggested to result from s
chrony information providing good performance at mi
levels. The present predictions do not support this expla
tion by Carlyon and Moore~1984!. For the high-frequency
Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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tone, the transition between HSR and LSR fibers determin
performance occurs near 80–90 dB SPL~Fig. 9!, and no
degradation in performance occurs because of the contr
tion of the third SR group~MSR! reported by Liberman
~1978!. The contribution of synchrony information at low
frequencies is restricted to levels below those where H
fibers contribute rate information~Fig. 9!, and thus cannot be
responsible for good performance at mid-levels. It was s
gested by von Klitzing and Kohlrausch~1994! that the mid-
level bump can be explained based on mid-level comp
sion on the BM; however, their explanation requires that B
responses become linear above roughly 50 dB SPL, wh
has been shown not to be true in healthy cochleae~Ruggero
et al., 1997!.

The present predictions demonstrate that a mid-le
bump that is consistent with human data results from
large amount of cochlear compression at high frequen
~Figs. 8 and 9!. The degradation in model performance
mid-levels is due to the BM input–output function becomi
strongly compressed at 30 dB SPL~Fig. 8!. As level in-
creases further, the spread of excitation goes beyond
near-CF nonlinear region, and performance is dominated
HSR AN fibers that are responding linearly. Thus, t
nonlinear-AN-model predictions for the HSR fibers mat
those from the linear AN model at levels above 60 dB SP
The lack of a mid-level bump at low frequencies in t
model predictions is consistent with the small amount
cochlear compression at low frequencies@Fig. 1~c!#.

Thus, the present predictions suggest that the main e
of compressive magnitude responses on level discrimina
of high-frequency tones in quiet is a degradation in perf
mance at mid levels. This hypothesis suggests that hea
impaired listeners without a healthy cochlear amplifier wo
not show a mid-level bump. However, this would be difficu
to measure due to the typically limited dynamic range
hearing-impaired listeners~Florentineet al., 1993!.

In general, the effect of cochlear nonlinearity on lev
discrimination of tones in quiet was predicted to be sm
because the influence of the cochlear amplifier is restricte
near-CF frequencies and the role of spread of excitatio
large for tones in quiet. This small predicted effect is cons
tent with hearing-impaired listeners showing normal JNDs
equal SPL for suprathreshold conditions~Florentineet al.,
1993; Schroderet al., 1994!.

C. Coincidence detection: A robust, physiologically
realistic neural mechanism

The predictions from the present study suggest that a
of monaural, cross-frequency coincidence counters that
ceive AN inputs from a narrow range of CFs can account
Weber’s law across the dynamic range of human hear
both at low and high frequencies. This finding is significa
because Weber’s law in narrow-CF regions appears to
required to account for human level-discrimination perf
mance~Florentine and Buus, 1981; Viemeister, 1983!; how-
ever, an optimal combination of average-rate informat
across the set of three SR groups in the AN does not prod
Weber’s law across a wide range of levels, at least at
frequencies~Fig. 7; Colburn, 1981; Delgutte, 1987!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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Coincidence detection is a physiologically realis
mechanism, because any neuron with multiple subthresh
inputs acts as a coincidence detector~i.e., several nearly co-
incident discharges across the inputs are required to prod
an output discharge!. There is strong evidence that coinc
dence detection occurs in the binaural auditory system~Yin
and Chan, 1990; Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Roseet al.,
1966; Yin et al., 1987; Joriset al., 1998!, and coincidence
detection forms the basis of most models of binaural proce
ing ~Colburn, 1996!. Carney ~1990! showed that severa
low-CF cell types in the antero-ventral cochlear nucle
~AVCN!, primarily globular bushy cells, were sensitive
changes in the relative phase across their inputs. Joriset al.
~1994a, 1994b! have provided evidence for monaural coinc
dence detection at all CFs in similar AVCN cell types bas
on enhanced synchronization in low- and high-CF cells
low-frequency tones.

The simple coincidence-counting mechanism analy
in the present analysis was shown to utilize the lev
dependent phase cues associated with the cochlear amp
as suggested by Carney~1994!. In addition, the present stud
demonstrates that monaural, cross-frequency coincidence
tection is a robust mechanism for encoding sound leve
that both average-rate and nonlinear-phase information f
AN discharges are encoded in the coincidence counts
well as some information from synchrony cues. Thus, co
cidence detection may account for level discrimination
noise as well, by decoding average-rate increases at
noise levels and increases in across-CF correlation du
broadened tuning at high levels~see Carney, 1994!.

Overall coincidence-based performance depends on
implementation of the coincidence counter population, wh
was chosen to be simple and conservative in the pre
study. Inclusion of every AN fiber as an input to the coinc
dence population allowed the efficiency of the coinciden
mechanism to be evaluated. Allowing each AN fiber to
nervate only one coincidence neuron created an indepen
population for which performance could be more easily c
culated. This implementation provided a conservative e
mate of coincidence-based performance because allow
AN fibers to innervate more than one coincidence neu
could only improve performance~as long as potential across
neuron correlation was accounted for in the combinat
across coincidence counts!.

It is generally accepted that there is far more informat
in AN responses than is used by humans, and that an in
cient processor is needed to account for human le
discrimination performance~e.g., Colburn, 1981; Delgutte
1987!. The coincidence-counting model processes the
discharge times inefficiently. Information is lost in the pr
cess of coincidence detection because only the times of
incident AN discharges are considered. Additional inform
tion is lost by basing performance only on the coinciden
counts~i.e., by ignoring the coincidence times!. Even though
the coincidence mechanism in the present study is far fr
optimal, the coincidence-performance predictions are ty
cally shifted upward roughly in parallel from the al
information predictions. Figures 7 and 9 illustrate that t
degradation in performance that occurs due to the coi
2077Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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dence mechanism results in absolute performance level
level discrimination that are very close to human perf
mance. In addition, the monaural coincidence mechan
eliminates the requirement of an inefficient processor t
varies its inefficiency as a function of level, which has be
suggested based on average-discharge rate information i
AN ~Colburn, 1981; Delgutte, 1987!.

The derivations of performance based on a monau
cross-frequency coincidence counter described in Appen
B suggest an interesting property that could be useful
physiological studies of neurons that are hypothesized to
form coincidence detection. The ratio of the expected va
of coincidence counts@Eq. ~B12!# to the variance of counts
@Eq. ~B13!# is dependent only on the properties of the te
poral coincidence windowf (x). This ratio would be ex-
pected to be independent of stimulus parameters, and th
fore the statistics of the observed discharge counts ma
used to make inferences about the shape and size o
coincidence window of a given neuron.

D. Limitations of the present study

The analytical AN model was kept simple for the pu
poses of the present study. The model does not include
effects of external- and middle-ear filtering, or onset/off
and adaptation responses. Also, the model does not inc
many complex AN response properties, including refract
behavior, the effects of the olivocochlear efferent syst
~Guinan, 1996!, and several complex irregularities in re
sponse to high-level tones~e.g., Liberman and Kiang, 1984
Kiang, 1984, 1990; Ruggeroet al., 1996! and clicks~Lin and
Guinan, 2000!. The absence of these properties does
limit the basic conclusions of the present study, but d
limit the applicability of the present model at high levels a
for more complex stimuli, as discussed further in Hei
~2000!.

Predictions in the present study were compared to
man data for level discrimination in a notched noise based
the common assumption that the only effect of the notc
noise is to eliminate spread of excitation of the tone. In or
to accurately evaluate the validity of this assumption,
effect of the noise masker on different types of informati
must be quantified. This analysis requires two advances
yond the present study:~1! a more complex AN model and
~2! an extension of the signal detection theory~SDT! analy-
sis.

In order to accurately evaluate complex stimuli, the A
model must include a description of suppression proper
~e.g., Sachs and Kiang, 1968; Delgutte, 1990; Ruggeroet al.,
1992!. The AN response to a CF tone in the presence o
notched-noise masker may be suppressed by the n
whereas the response of AN fibers with CFs within the no
may be suppressed by the tone. Such complex interact
between the tone and noise maskers could contribute sig
cant information to detection or discrimination of signals
noise and therefore need to be quantified.

For cases in which the stimulus is random, an extens
of the SDT analysis beyond the present study is require
quantify the relative effects of physiological~internal! and
stimulus~external! variation on psychophysical performanc
2078 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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Heinzet al. ~2001b! have described an extension of the SD
analysis to discrimination tasks in which a single parame
is randomly varied~e.g., random level variation!. In addition,
a general theoretical analysis of detection or discriminat
of a signal in random noise has been developed and app
to the detection of tones in notched noise by Heinz~2000!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The cochlear amplifier benefits normal-hearing listen
by extending the dynamic range within narrow frequen
regions. Nonlinear phase responses near CF associated
the cochlear amplifier encode changes in level across
entire dynamic range of hearing at low frequencies; howe
the rolloff in phase locking reduces the effectiveness
phase cues at high frequencies for simple stimuli. Hig
compressive basilar-membrane responses at high freque
allow for the robust encoding of level based on average
charge rate; however, the reduction in cochlear compres
at low frequencies reduces the relative ability of average
to robustly encode sound level at low frequencies.

Cochlear nonlinearity has only a small effect on supra
reshold level discrimination of pure tones in quiet becau
performance is dominated by spread of excitation to lin
off-CF responses. The only effects of cochlear nonlinea
predicted by the model for this task are the ‘‘near-miss’’
Weber’s law at low frequencies and the nonmonotonic ‘‘m
level bump’’ at high frequencies.

Monaural coincidence detection is a physiologically r
alistic mechanism that can utilize the nonlinear gain a
phase cues provided by the cochlear amplifier. Performa
based on a population of coincidence counters matches
man performance for level discrimination of tones across
entire dynamic range of hearing at both low and high f
quencies.
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APPENDIX A: NONLINEAR ANALYTICAL AUDITORY-
NERVE MODEL

The analytical nonlinear auditory-nerve~AN! model
used in the present study includes simple descriptions of
most significant properties of the cochlear amplifier. Th
model was kept as simple as possible so that basic conc
related to rate and timing cues associated with the coch
amplifier could be demonstrated without the difficulty of i
terpreting predictions from a more complex model. The
Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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sumptions and equations that specify the analytical mo
are described in this appendix, and basic response prope
are shown in Fig. 1.

The discharge statistics of AN fibers are assumed to
described by a nonstationary Poisson process with a ti
varying rate functionr (t). Equation~1! describes the phase
locked response of an AN fiber in response to a tone bu
The average discharge rater̄ @Leff# and the strength of phas
locking g@Leff , f0# both depend on the effective levelLeff that
drives each AN fiber.

The effective level for thei th AN fiber is determined by
the tone levelL ~dB SPL! and by the nonlinear-filter magni
tude responseHNL( f 0 ,CFi ,L) for the characteristic fre-
quency CFi and the tone frequencyf 0 , i.e.,

Leff~L, f 0 ,CFi !5L120 log10@HNL~ f 0 ,CFi ,L !#. ~A1!

The implementation of nonlinear tuning in the present mo
@see Figs. 1~a!–~c!# represents the idea that the cochlear a
plifier produces high sensitivity and sharp tuning at low le
els by providing amplification to near-CF frequencies, a
that the cochlear-amplifier gain is reduced as level increa
~Yates, 1995!. At low levels, the magnitude response is d
scribed by linear triangular filters that are consistent w
those used by Siebert~1968, 1970! to describe tuning curve
in cat @see Fig. 1~a!#, i.e.,

HSS f 0

CFi
D5H S f 0

CFi
D 10

, f 0<CFi ;

S f 0

CFi
D 220

, f 0>CFi .

~A2!

Nonlinear compression is incorporated into the magnitu
responseHNL by multiplying the linear triangular magnitud
responseHS by a level- and frequency-dependent attenuat
factor, i.e.,

HNL~ f 0 ,CFi ,L !5~10gdB( f 0 ,CFi ,L)/20!HSS f 0

CFi
D . ~A3!

This form is used so that the level- and frequency-depend
attenuationgdB( f 0 ,CFi ,L) is specified in dB, which allows
model properties to be matched directly to experimental
scriptions of responses associated with the cochlear am
fier. The next few expressions describe the frequency
level dependence of this attenuation.

The reduction in gain of the cochlear amplifier,gdB , is
specified based on several simple assumptions, consi
with physiological findings~e.g., Ruggeroet al., 1997!: ~1!
For a given CF, the maximum gainG provided by the co-
chlear amplifier is produced for tones presented at CF, anG
in dB increases with CF@see Fig. 1~c!# according to

G~CFi !55
Gmin , CFi<500 Hz;

Gmin1~Gmax2Gmin!
log10~CFi /500!

log10~8000/500!
,

500<CFi<8000 Hz;

Gmax, CFi>8000 Hz;
~A4!
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whereGmin520 dB, Gmax560 dB. ~2! The cochlear amplifier
provides full gain for levels belowL thr

NL530 dB SPL, and the
cochlear-amplifier gain is systematically reduced as level
creases fromL thr

NL to Lsat
NL5120 dB SPL@see Fig. 1~b!#. ~3!

The cochlear amplifier only provides amplification for stim
lus frequencies near CF, i.e.,f l f

NL< f 0< f h f
NL , where

f l f
NL5CFi@102Gmax/~20•10!#,

~A5!
f h f

NL5CFi@10Gmax/~20•20!#,

as shown in Fig. 1~a!. This simple implementation of the
nonlinear frequency region results in a flat magnitude
sponse betweenf l f

NL and f h f
NL at high levels (L>Lsat

NL) and
high characteristic frequencies (CFi>8000 Hz). Based on
these assumptions, the level- and frequency-dependen
duction in gain is given in dB by

gdB~ f 0 ,CFi ,L !

5bmag~L, f 0!H 220 log10FHSS f 0

CFi
D G2GmaxJ FG~CFi !

Gmax
G ,

~A6!

where

bmag~L, f 0!55
0, L<L thr

NL or f 0¹@ f l f
NL , f h f

NL#;

S L2L thr
NL

Lsat
NL2L thr

NLD ,

L thr
NL<L<Lsat

NL and f l f
NL< f 0< f h f

NL ;

1, L>Lsat
NL and f l f

NL< f 0< f h f
NL .

~A7!

The parameterbmag(L, f 0) is a linear interpolation betwee
the compression thresholdL thr

NL and saturation levelLsat
NL @see

Fig. 1~b!#, and it represents the reduction in cochle
amplifier gain as level increases for near-CF frequencies.
second term in Eq.~A6! ~in curly brackets! produces maxi-
mum gain at CF and reduced gain for tone frequencies
CF, and the third term controls the amount of gain as a fu
tion of CF.

In order to evaluate the effect of the nonlinear mag
tude response on predictions in the present study, version
the AN model with and without the nonlinear magnitud
responses can be compared. The nonlinear magnitude
sponses can be excluded by settingbmag(L, f 0)50 for all
levels and frequencies.

The dependence of average discharge rater̄ on the ef-
fective levelLeff of an AN fiber is specified in terms of a
simple saturating nonlinearity~based on Colburn, 1981!

r̄ @Leff#55
SR, Leff<L thr25;

SR1 ~1/600! ~Rsat2SR!~Leff2L thr15!2,

L thr25<Leff<L thr15;

SR1 ~1/30! ~Rsat2SR!~Leff2L thr!,

L thr15<Leff<L thr130;

Rsat, Leff>L thr130;
~A8!
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which depends on the spontaneous rate~SR!, the saturated
rate (Rsat), and the rate threshold (L thr). The dependence o
average rate on tone levelL is shown for a high CF~maxi-
mum gain! and a low CF~small gain! in Figs. 1~d! and ~f!,
respectively, for the three SR groups used in this study.

The dependence of phase locking on effective levelLeff

is specified using the same general form of saturating n
linearity, i.e.,

g@Leff , f 0#55
0, Leff<L thr225;

@gmax~ f 0!/600# ~Leff2L thr125!2,

L thr225<Leff<L thr215;

@gmax~ f 0!/30# ~Leff2L thr120!,

L thr215<Leff<L thr110;

gmax~ f 0!, Leff>L thr110;

~A9!

where the dependence of synchrony on frequency,gmax(f0),
is matched to data from cat@see Fig. 1~e!; Johnson, 1980#,
and is described by

gmax~ f 0!55
3.1, f 0<1200 Hz;

3.1* 1200

f 0
, 1200< f 0<2800 Hz;

3.1* 1200* 28002

~ f 0!3 , f 0>2800 Hz.

~A10!

Note that the threshold for phase locking is specified to be
dB below the average-rate threshold in Eq.~A9!.

The implementation of the nonlinear phase response
the present study@see Fig. 1~h!# is based on several simpl
assumptions:~1! The level-dependent phase responses
limited to the same near-CF frequency region as the ma
tude responses,f l f

NL< f 0< f h f
NL . ~2! Phase varies linearly with

tone level.~3! The maximum phase changes occur half w
into the near-CF nonlinear frequency region, i.e., at frequ
cies

f l f
PH50.5~CFi1 f l f

NL!, f h f
PH50.5~CFi1 f h f

NL!. ~A11!

~4! The maximum phase shifts between low levels and 80
SPL are roughlyp/2. ~5! The total traveling-wave delay a
high levels (L.Lsat

NL) is compensated for in each CF wit
neural delays prior to innervation of the coincidenc
detection population. This simple assumption is based
strong onset responses to tones for many cell types in
cochlear nucleus~Young, 1984; Rhode and Greenber
1992!. Based on these simple assumptions, the compens
nonlinear filter phase response@see Fig. 1~h!# is specified by
the equation
2080 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 4, October 2001
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u~ f 0 ,CFi ,L !

5

¦

0, f 0¹@ f l f
NL , f h f

NL#;

bphase~L, f 0!•2DumaxS f 02 f l f
NL

CFi2 f l f
NLD , f l f

NL< f 0< f l f
PH;

bphase~L, f 0!•2DumaxS CFi2 f 0

CFi2 f l f
NLD , f l f

PH< f 0<CFi ;

bphase~L, f 0!•2DumaxS CFi2 f 0

f h f
NL2CFi

D , CFi< f 0< f h f
PH;

bphase~L, f 0!•2DumaxS f 02 f h f
NL

f h f
NL2CFi

D , f h f
PH< f 0< f h f

NL ;

~A12!

where Dumax5
6
5p is the maximum phase change betwe

L thr
NL and Lsat

NL , and bphase(L, f 0)512bmag(L, f 0), where
bmag(L, f 0) is specified by Eq.~A7!.

Versions of the AN model with and without the nonlin
ear phase changes can be compared in order to evaluat
effect of nonlinear phase responses. The level-depen
phase changes can be excluded by settingbphase(L, f 0)51
for all levels and frequencies.

APPENDIX B: PERFORMANCE BASED ON A
MONAURAL COINCIDENCE COUNTER

This appendix presents derivations of the expected va
and variance of the coincidence countsCi j $T i ,T j% @Eq. ~2!#
that are needed to calculate the normalized sensitivityd8 of a
monaural, cross-frequency coincidence counter@Eq. ~6!#.
Similar equations and related discussions are presented w
out derivations by Colburn~1969, 1977b! for a binaural co-
incidence counter. The expected value and variance in
~6! depend on the Poisson statistics of the two sets of in
pendent AN discharge times,T i andT j , and will be shown to
be given by

ET i ,T j ,f@Ci j $T i ,T j%#

5EfF E
0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y!r i~x;f!r j~y;f!dx dyG , ~B1!

VarT i ,T j ,f@Ci j $T i ,T j%#

.EfF E
0

TE
0

T

f 2~x2y!r i~x;f!r j~y;f!dx dyG , ~B2!

where r i(t;f) and r j (t;f) represent the time-varying rat
functions of the two AN inputs to the coincidence counter,f
is a random phase imposed on every AN fiber~to force the
lack of an absolute time or phase reference!, and f (x) is the
narrow temporal coincidence window.

The derivations of Eqs.~B1! and ~B2! rely on several
general results for decision variables of the form

Xi~T i !5(
l 51

Ki

s~ t l
i !, ~B3!

wheres(t l
i) is any function of thel th discharge timet l

i gen-
erated from a Poisson process with rate functionr i(t). It can
Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection
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be shown~e.g., Riekeet al., 1997! that the expected valu
and variance ofXi(T i) are given by

ET i@Xi~T i !#5E
0

T

s~ t !r i~ t !dt, ~B4!

VarT i@Xi~T i !#5E
0

T

s2~ t !r i~ t !dt, ~B5!

based on the probability density function for Poisson d
charge times~see Parzen, 1962; Snyder and Miller, 199!.
Equations~B4! and ~B5! imply that

ET i$@Xi~T i !#2%5E
0

T

s2~ t !r i~ t !dt1F E
0

T

s~ t !r i~ t !dtG2

.

~B6!
q
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The expected value of the coincidence counts@used in
Eq. ~6! of the text# can be derived as follows:

ET i ,T j ,f@Ci j $T i ,T j%#

5ET i ,T j ,fF(
l 51

Ki

(
m51

K j

f ~ t l
i2tm

j !G
5ET i ,fH (

l 51

Ki

ET jF (
m51

K j

f ~ t l
i2tm

j !UT i G J
5ET i ,fF(

l 51

Ki E
0

T

f ~ t l
i2y!r j~y;f!dyG . ~B7!

Using Eq. ~B4! again, Eq.~B1! is obtained. Similarly, the
term ET i ,T j ,f@C i j

2 $T i ,T j%# can be derived as follows:
ET i ,T j ,f@C i j
2 $T i ,T j%#

5ET i ,fFET jS H (
m51

K j F(
l 51

Ki

f ~ t l
i2tm

j !G J 2UT i D G
5ET i ,fH E

0

TF(
l 51

Ki

f ~ t l
i2y!G2

r j~y;f!dy1F(
l 51

Ki E
0

T

f ~ t l
i2y!r j~y;f!dyG2J

5EfH E
0

TE
0

T

f 2~x2y!r i~x;f!r j~y;f!dx dy1E
0

TE
0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y! f ~u2y!r i~x;f!r i~u;f!r j~y;f!dx du dy

1E
0

TE
0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y! f ~x2v !r i~x;f!r j~v;f!r j~y;f!dx dv dy1F E
0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y!r i~x;f!r j~y;f!dx dyG2J . ~B8!

The variance in Eq.~6! is then equal to

VarT i ,T j ,f@Ci j $T i ,T j%#

5ET i ,T j ,f@C i j
2 $T i ,T j%#2~ET i ,T j ,f@Ci j $T i ,T j%#!2

5EfH E
0

TE
0

T

f 2~x2y!r i~x;f!r j~y;f!dx dy

1E
0

TE
0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y! f ~u2y!r i~x;f!r i~u;f!r j~y;f!dx du dy

1E
0

TE
0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y! f ~x2v !r i~x;f!r j~v;f!r j~y;f!dx dv dyJ . ~B9!
the

r
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AN
the
The two triple-integral terms in the right-hand side of E
~B9! can be shown to be negligible relative to the doub
integral term if ~1! the coincidence windowf (x) is much
narrower than the period of variation in discharge rater (t),
which is never less than about 0.5 ms given the rolloff
phase locking of AN fibers above 2 kHz@Fig. 1~e!; Johnson
~1980!#, and~2! the following inequality holds:

RsatF E
2`

`

f ~x!dxG2

!E
2`

`

f 2~x!dx, ~B10!

where Rsat is the maximum discharge rate of an AN fibe
.
-
Both of these conditions are satisfied for the 10-ms rectangu-
lar coincidence window in the present study, and thus
approximation in Eq.~B2! holds.

Note that Eqs.~B1! and ~B2! can be used with eithe
analytical or computational AN models because they are
dependent of the AN model used to produce the rate fu
tions. More informative expressions for the expected va
and variance can be derived for the present analytical
model. The expected value can be derived by substituting
rate functionr (t) from the analytical AN model@Eq. ~1!#
into Eq. ~B1!, i.e.,
2081Heinz et al.: Monaural cross-frequency coincidence detection



ET i ,T j ,f@Ci j $T i ,T j%#5
r̄ i r̄ j

I 0@gi #I 0@gj #
E

0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y!
1

2p E
0

2p

exp@gi cos~2p f 0x1u i1f!1gj cos~2p f 0y1u j1f!#df dx dy

5
r̄ i r̄ j

I 0@gi #I 0@gj #
E

0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y!
1

2p E
0

2p

expSAgi
21gj

212gigj cos@2p f 0~x2y!1u i2u j #

3cosH f1tan21F gi sin~2p f 0x1u i !1gj sin~2p f 0y1u j !

gi cos~2p f 0x1u i !1gj cos~2p f 0y1u j !
G J Ddf dx dy

5
r̄ i r̄ j

I 0@gi #I 0@gj #
E

0

TE
0

T

f ~x2y!I 0$Agi
21gj

212gigj cos@2p f 0~x2y!1u i2u j #%dx dy, ~B11!
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where gi5g@Leff(L,f0,CFi), f 0#, r̄ i5 r̄ @Leff(L,f0,CFi)#, and
u i5u(L, f 0 ,CFi), and I 0$g% is the zeroth-order modified
Bessel function of the first kind. The second form follow
from writing the sum of cosines as a single cosine, and
last expression follows from the insensitivity of the integ
over a period to the phase angle.

Using the assumption that the coincidence windowf (x)
is narrow relative to the period of stimulus variation, t
expected value@Eq. ~B1!# and variance@Eq. ~B2!# can be
shown to be approximated by

E@Ci j uL#.
Tr̄i r̄ j

I 0@gi #I 0@gj #
I 0@Agi

21gj
212gigj cos~u i2u j !#

3E
2`

`

f ~x!dx, ~B12!

Var@Ci j uL#.
Tr̄i r̄ j

I 0@gi #I 0@gj #
I 0@Agi

21gj
212gigj cos~u i2u j !#

3E
2`

`

f 2~x!dx. ~B13!

1Coincidence counters for which one input fell outside the model CF ra
~300–20 000 Hz! were evaluated by using the edge model CF as the in
instead. This end effect was not significant for this study’s results.

2The data from Florentineet al. ~1987! are plotted as a function of sensatio
level ~SL!, which is the most appropriate comparison to the predictio
from the analytical AN model that has a fixed threshold at 0 dB SPL. So
of the effects in the human data that occur at a particular sensation leve
reduced when the data is averaged across listeners as a function of
rather than SL.
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